The Philosopher and the Economist Surrebut the Author of “Man as Sense Organ of the Earth”

The author of “Man as Sense Organ of the Earth” (henceforth, for brevity’s sake, I shall refer to him by the acronym “Masorote”) has favored his critics with a more detailed view of his system in the February Instauration, I, for one, could wish that this more detailed view succeeded in laying to rest my philosophical qualms. For, as I mentioned previously, what our race is most in need of, if it is to survive the attacks now being leveled against it from both outside and within itself, is a metaphysic justifying its own racism.

Unfortunately, the more detailed view of Masorote’s system not only reinforces my original qualms, but induces some new ones. We now find imported into the system, for instance, the contention that a “Hilbert-Riemannian type of ‘hyperspace’” constitutes, as opposed to a merely phemenal “perceptual Euclidean . . . space and time” what “really does exist.” But why does this Hilbertian space have to be Riemannian? Because real space and reality are both Einsteinian? But Masorote, on the first score, might examine the arguments in “Some Experimental Incoherencies of Riemannian Space,” Philosophia Mathematica (vol. 12, no. 1); and on the latter, the concluding paragraphs of J. Nelson’s “Does Physics Lead to Berkeley?”, (Philosophy, January 1982). As for supposing that real space is Hilbertian, that is to suppose that real space is not really spatial, but is an axiom system of sets and other formal elements.

We also find imported into the system something even Hegel (whose philosophical stomach was strong indeed) could not stomach: the solipsistic Kantian two-story world of the known but subjective (Kant says “objective”) but he is using the term in a technical way that does not in any way disarm the subjectivity of his “phenomena”) and the real but unknown (the “noumenal”). To offer to rescue a drowning man by throwing him a whole bale of solipsism is just like throwing him a lead balloon.

We are also treated to such suspicious reasonings as this: that because there exist such “mysteries” as “why the oceans are not far saltier than they are and exactly where all of the world’s water is coming from (it should have evaporated into space billions of years ago) we have grounds for inferring that “perhaps the planet’s infrastructural bulk is alive.” But that is as if we should reason -- supposing we did not possess the physics to account for the phenomenon -- that the earth has purposely kept the moon in its orbit (perhaps so that men could sometimes see their way about at night -- a real convenience to information-gatherers) instead of letting it fly off into space.

It is not, however, the existence of these and various other minor sticking-places in Masorote’s system that has induced me to submit a reply to his own reply. What motivates me is the thought, which I proposed in my first set of objections, that Masorote’s system, even in its expanded version, does not unambiguously support European eth­nicty.

To be sure, we now have a planetary inframind that, because of quantum indeterminacy, does not always evolve along absolutely set lines toward what is best. Because of quantum indeterminacy, “evolu­tionary aberrations” occur which “can in no wise be explained with theodicies.” Thus, such things as “the victory of crimi­nals” can occur. So Masorote says. But by the principle of supersummitivity (also espoused in Masorote’s system) it has to be supposed that the planetary inframind, even if constituted only by the biosphere, is a bigger and better mind than any human mind, e.g., Masorote’s “criminal” conquests have been going on as far back as Abram’s pillaging expedition into Egypt. In­stead of decreasing in extent they have been ever increasing. Now then can it be sup­posed that a few indeterminancies can ac­count for this constant increase in Jewish power and depredation if the Planetary In­framind, with all its vast knowledge and awareness and agency, did not approve? In short, to go by Masorote’s system, it can be argued, more plausibly than not, that Yah­weh’s Chosen are also Planetary Inframind’s Chosen and the European race is rightfully being enslaved (just as we are told, in effect, that it should be in Isaiah — the book in the Old Testament that is so often cited by both Christian preachers and Jews as espousing “universal justice”).

No, Masorote’s Planetary Inframind will not do. But, I repeat, he is on the right track in that he is proposing a metaphysics in­tended to justify European race conscious­ness. I can only suggest that he go back to the drawing board. He has the intellect, erudition and imaginative daring, I should pre­dict, to succeed here, if anyone can.

The Philosopher

The author of “Man as Sense Organ of the Earth” is a gifted amateur trying to correlate a number of ideas gleaned from wide reading. Amateurs, not too tied to reigning orthodoxy as the professionals, have made great contributions, but almost always they have mastered the orthodoxies they set out to reform. The reason for this is that our sciences and other fields of learning evolve: even the quantum mechanical revolution left most of science intact. Our author has a good way to go. I have had many advanced graduate math courses, and it is clear that he is using terms like non-Euclidean and Riem­mann spaces all too loosely. Even many professional scientists are not good mathem­aticians and write a lot of nonsense in their popular articles. Also, it should be obvious that subatomic quantum effects will be swamped by the laws of large numbers when it comes to the human brain and that, therefore, the case for free will must be es­tablished by other means. Yet rarely does one find a scientist saying so. I can’t really blame our author for perpetuating such argu­ments, but I do feel obligated to point out to him the fallacies involved.

I am not a 19th-century materialist but a 20th-century one. I commend to the author Mario Bunge’s Scientific Materialism as an accessible statement of modern materialism and Bunge’s Treatise on Basic Philosophy, after he has picked up his masters degree in mathematics. Bunge argues that complex systems evolve over time and can have properties not possible to their constituent parts. A clock can do things (tell time) its gears cannot. Bunge lets the mind range over the grand chain of systems: atomic, molecular, biological, psychological (in­cluding free will) and social. Of the last, there are hills in ants, hives in bees and civilizations in man. These we can identify and count, but it would be a violation of Occam’s Razor to multiply entities in calling the whole planet one large super-duper “or­ganism.”

Only two civilizations have had the ne­cessary raw building blocks (racial Euro­peans) to fully emerge as stable supra-or­ganisms. Classical civilization lost its racial foundations, and the West’s racial future is in jeopardy. Other so-called civiliza­tions were at bottom agricultural slave em­pires. This allowed population density to go up by a factor of ten, but at the cost of wearing out the soil. It takes a critical mass of interacting Europeans to transcend this digging of one’s own grave, for only Euro­peans have the kind of brains that allow for a massive feedback between fact and theory. (Julian Jaynes never asked why this feed­back, i.e., consciousness, came with the Greeks. The answer is racial.) The reality principle, or the commingling of fact and theory in the hemispheres of the cortex on the individual level, has diffused to such a large extent to non-Europeans that there are no non-European “civilizations” left, only poor copies of the Western scientific men­tality.

This is all richly observable and not at all
mysterious: it pays to think scientifically, even if the strain on non-European nervous systems can be terrific (which explains the ordeal of modernization and why this ordeal is so much greater outside Europe). By all means, don't invent a planet-wide "organism," for the hidden implication is that all living forms, bacteria, ants, fish and non-Europeans are equal partners. It also distracts from Western man's greater goal: to move off this sorry planet and head for the stars. So far as we know, there are no planetary "organisms" out there, only opportunities for our settlement.

The Economist

Signs of Life in Mississippi

It's easier to remove Christ from Christmas than the Christmas tree. In Mississippi it was easier to take the state's leading TV station out of the hands of whites and give it to a black manager, easier to take the once pro-Southern Jackson Clarion-Ledger, the state's leading paper, and turn it into an ersatz New York Times, easier to force black quotas on white businesses and black students on white colleges -- much easier to do all the above than to remove the Stars and Bars, "Dixie" and other Confederate symbols from Ole Miss.

A few decades ago in one of the most extraordinary power plays ever put on by the U.S. government in peacetime, the Federal Communications Commission forced the Murchison brothers and some white Mississippians to hand over their Jackson TV station, WLBT-TV, the state's biggest, to the New York office of the United Church of Christ, which then promptly installed a black manager. Too much white and too little black news was the excuse given by the FCC for this high-handed confiscatory act, which was forced upon the commission by a court order signed by no less stellar a judicial personage than Warren Burger, when he was a federal appeals judge and before he was moved up to head the National Communications Commission.

We won't go into the other events that have hastened Mississippi's reincarnation into a liberal-minority state -- the deaths at the University of Mississippi in the riots that accompanied the forced integration of the student body (at the points of 3,000 bayonets), the rise of a "new class" of scalawag politicians, changes in voting laws that guarantee the election of incompetent black officials, the agglomerating political corruption and the avalanche of black crime -- all the blessings that have marched side by side with the enforced Re-reconstruction of the South.

But we will point out that when blacks at Ole Miss recently demanded that Confederate flags be banned at football games, demanded the elimination of the mascot, Colonel Rebel, who looks like he's always eating Kentucky Fried Chicken, demanded that "Dixie" no longer be sung, then whites at least momentarily lifted their heads out of the sand. Huge rallies were held. A thousand white students marched to a black fraternity house and dared the black male cheerleader, who had refused to wave a Confederate flag at a big game, to step outside. Ole Miss President Porter Fortune was so shook up by the unexpected backlash that, unlike other Southern college presidents, he didn't cave in completely to black ultimata. He did forbid the university's distribution of Confederate flags at games, but he still permitted (big deal!) the flags to be sold in the student bookstore. Meanwhile, white students and alumni organized to pass our free Stars and Bars at sports events and at last report many more flags than ever were flying from dormitories and car antennas. All that was missing was a Francis Scott Key to capture the defiant mood in a new Southern anthem.

Another example of white defiance noted in Mississippi recently: The voters of Jackson turned down a $42 million bond issue for public schools. A 60% yes vote was needed for passage. After a deafening propaganda campaign mounted by the media, the teaching profession, the churches, the unions and black organizations, only 52% of the voters approved, and the bond issue was rejected. The sore losers of the establishment could think of nothing more original than to blame it all on "racists." The funny thing was that even some blacks voted against what would have meant a jolting increase in local taxes. Most white parents, who have had to stretch their budgets to the breaking point to send their children to private schools, were adamantly opposed to coughing up additional money for a fourth-rate school system that is now 75% black.

Before ending this brief roundup of a few Mississippi counterpunches at our dispositions, it might be recalled that last November what happened in Chicago and what has happened so frequently elsewhere did not happen in the deepest part of the Deep South. Webb Franklin, a white Republican, ran against Robert Clark, a black Democrat, for Congress. The district has about a 50-50 racial split. The papers, the TV stations, the big politicians, the Democratic moneybags were all for Clark. Franklin was accused of running a racist campaign, although Clark played the racial game to the hilt by never ceasing to remind the black voting bloc of the color of his skin.

When the returns came in, wonder of wonders! Franklin won. In Mississippi, at least in that one race, enough whites did not split their votes to put the black over the top. The same cannot be said for the whites in Chicago.

Ponderable Quote

It is better for all the world, if instead of waiting to execute degenerate offspring for crime, of to let them starve for the imbecility, society can prevent those who are manifestly unfit from continuing their kind.

Oliver Wendell Holmes, delivering the majority opinion of the Supreme Court in Buck v. Bell (1927), which affirmed the right of the state of Virginia to sterilize mental retardates.
Qualified for special federal favors, such as jobs, and all the other advantages now be-
tween the proportion of Jews to Arabs in Palestine qualify as disadvantaged under Public Law 95-507 and whose members are therefore occupied West Bank and Gaza Strip, who out-
terest is also extended to Arabs in the oc-
upied South Africa belongs to the blacks. The country of Israel belongs to the Jews.

It would be inexcusable not to bomb, shell or kill because of mercy to civilians of a people who want to wipe out Jews. If one comes to slay you, slay him first. Do not be overly righteous, for one who has mercy on the cruel will someday be cruel to the merciful. One Israeli soldier is worth more than all the Palestinians.

Jews who are opposed to IJD violence should be ashamed of themselves.

Although at the beginning of the century, the proportion of Jews to Arabs in Palestine was about the same as the present proportion of whites to blacks in South Africa, Kahane now says Arabs and other non-Jews should be allowed to live in Israel only as "resident strangers." This invidious courte

No Japanese shall be sent abroad. Any-
one violating this prohibition shall suffer the penalty of death . . . All Japanese re-
siding abroad shall be put to death when they return home . . . . The Namban peo-
ples [Spaniards or Portuguese] and any other people with evil titles propagating Christianity shall be incarcerated in the Omura prison . . . . Even ships shall not be left untouched, in the matter of extermini-
ating Christians. Everything shall be done in order to see that no Christian is sur-
vived by descendants, and anyone dis-
regarding this injunction shall be put to death, while proper punishment shall be meted out to the other members of his family . . . . Children born of the Namban people . . . in Nagasaki and people adopting these Namban children into their family shall be put to death; capital punishment shall also be meted out to those Namban descendants if they return to Japan . . . . The samurai [warrior class] shall not purchase goods on board foreign ships [in Nagasaki] directly from foreigner-

Congressman Norman Mineta, who has been raising the Capitol roof about Anglo-

Light-weight Principles

The 1983 Harry Truman Public Service Award was given to Coretta Scott King and posthumously to her late husband. There is irony here. In 1965 Truman held a sidewalk interview in New York City in which he damned Martin Luther King Jr. as "one of the first-class troublemakers" (Time, April 23, 1965, p. 73).

There is even more irony. A few months ago it was revealed that Harry Truman had been an authentic 24-carat bigot in his salar
days. Unlike n Kathleen in browning lawns, racial slurs permeated 1,400 letters he had written to wife Bess. At the age of 27, Tru-
man had this to say:

I think one man is just as good as another so long as he's honest and decent and not a nigger or a Chinaman . . . the Lord made the white man from dust, a nigger from mud, then he threw up what was left and it came down a Chinaman . . . . I am strongly of the opinion that negroes [sic] ought to be in Africa, yellow men in Asia and white men in Europe and America.

Truman even penned some unkind re-
marks about Eddie Jordan, his partner in an army canteen business, who was later to become his partner in a haberdashery store that went bankrupt:

I go count nickles [sic] and dimes up to $400 a day more or less. I guess I should be very proud of my Jewish ability.

One event in Truman's life which his lib-
eral friends have conveniently forgotten and have been able to make most Americans forget was his flirtation with the Ku Klux Klan, of which he was briefly a member in 1922.

When it became impolitic not to do so, Truman debonairly shucked off his racial ideas and became a pillar of the integration establishment. Such quick ideological fixes are a dime a dozen in a political system where votes are everything and principles naught.

More Right Than Left

A Gallup Poll testing the public's political pulse (Sept. 17-20, 1982) came up with some numbers that may have some interest for those who have a particular reverence for polls.

First of all, Mr. Gallup says that his re-
spondents were 40% different shades of "right" and 32% different shades of "left." The only significant difference between whites and nonwhites was that 5% of the latter identified themselves as "far left," compared to 2% of the former. The region leaning most heavily to the right was the Midwest. Surprisingly, the college crowd was more "rightist" than the high-schoolers. Equally surprising, the older folk were more "leftist" in their politics than younger people (fears about Social Security? Un-

surprising to Instaurationists was the high proportion of well-off people in the leftest category, though, as a whole, the more af-

Gallup also rated the public's feelings to-
ward Israel-- 55% generally favorable, 35%
generally unfavorable. College and grade-school students were more pro-Israel than those in high school. The Midwest was the least Zionistically inclined region. Rich Americans looked more kindly on the Jewish state than did the poor.

Is This a Good Ad?

The New York Urban League used the above photo of a black face painted white to make the anachronistic point that only whites are hired these days. Hasn't the League ever heard of Affirmative Action? At any rate, what is more ugly than the racial traits of one race, any race, superimposed on another race? No one in his right mind would hire such a monstrosity as the gentleman pictured above. For this reason the ad was probably counterproductive in economic terms, and certainly counterproductive in aesthetic terms. No illustration could emphasize racial differences more convincingly. And nothing could bring out Negro features more unbearably than painting them white. The "credits" for the ad go to Ervin Jue of the Doyle Dane Bernbach ad agency.

The Philistines Were No "Philistines"

When Tom Wolfe's book, The Painted Word, poked fun at the primitive anti-aesthetics of three critics named Clement Greenberg, Harold Rosenberg and Leo Steinberg -- even labelling their hometown "Cultureburg" -- Commentary magazine answered with a blast entitled "The Revenge of the Philistines." Had Wolfe dispensed with wit and pointed out the Jewishness of the three "bergs" (and not taken a Jewish wife besides), an otherwise very similar book would have drawn a response called "Revenge of the Anti-Semites." As Wolfe well understood, the label "philistine" was serving him notice that he had gone about as far against the establishment as he safely could.

Matthew Arnold once suggested that those who first applied the word "philistine" to people lacking (or supposedly lacking) higher cultural values had in mind particularly "a strong, dogged, unenlightened opponent of the chosen people, of the children of light." Knowing their Bible well, these wordsmiths selected the archness of the Israelites in the time of King David for this special reproach. Nothing good is said about the capital-P Philistines in the Hebrew holy book, but there is a great irony in their name having become the chosen epithet of Western aesthetes: new discoveries are revealing that the Philistines, probably an Aegean-derived people, were far more artistic than their Israelite foes.

Even Trude Dothan, a scholar at Hebrew University in Jerusalem, concedes that their "material culture, particularly the pottery and cult vessels, does not accord with the negative meaning of the term 'Philistine.'" The pottery, she says, "demonstrates high artistic and aesthetic abilities" -- a much more favorable verdict than ancient Jewish relics customarily receive. The motifs on this fine pottery, and other clues, point to a connection with the earlier high Minoan civilization of Crete. Dothan is constructing a Philistine chronology extending from 1250 to 950 B.C.E., while Robert R. Stieglitz of the Hebraic Studies Department at Rutgers University is calling the Philistines "a great ancient civilization."

What became of the Philistines? As Goliath's kinsmen moved east toward the River Jordan and the Sea of Galilee, they encountered the "children of light" moving west. Defeat and assimilation into the larger surrounding population was their fate. But they gave the land their name -- Palestine.

Cannibalism Addenda

In reference to the article, "Anthropophagous Redskins," in the May Instauration, may I add a few historical instances of cannibalism among American Indians? (See Montcalm and Wolfe, Vols. I and II, by Francis Parkman, Little, Brown, 1902).

1. Father Roubaud, a Jesuit missionary paying a visit to the Abenakis in St. Francis, Canada, saw "a large number of them squatted about a fire, before which meat was roasting on sticks stuck in the ground; and, approaching, he saw that it was the flesh of an Englishman, other parts of which were boiling in a kettle, while near by sat eight or ten of the prisoners, forced to see their comrade devoured." (Vol. II, p. 171)

2. The journal of Bougainville, aide-de-camp to General Montcalm, contained an entry about a detachment of 300 provincials, chiefly New Jersey men, who were surprised by Indians on Lake George in 1757. "About a hundred, however, made their escape. The rest were killed or captured, and three of the bodies were eaten on the spot." (Vol. II, p. 172)

3. Baron de Dieskau was wounded and captured at Lake George in the engagement, known as The Bloody Morning Scout, Sept. 8, 1755. "Scarcely were Dieskau's wounds dressed, when several [Mohawks] came into the tent. There was a long and angry dispute in their own language between them and Johnson [a British general], after which they went out very sullenly. Dieskau asked what they wanted. 'What do you want?' returned Johnson. 'To burn you, by God, eat you, and smoke you in your pipes.' " (Vol. I, p. 321)

I am of the belief that the above accounts are true beyond question. Would Father Roubaud, the Abenakis' parish priest, have any reason to concoct such an infamous untruth about his own parishioners? By the same token, Bougainville would be doing his king a great disservice by making up stories of such a horrible nature that in the long run just might alienate the loyalty of his savage allies.

In Sir William Johnson's case, he had been adopted into the Mohawk tribe and made a chief. His dealings with the Mohawks had always been honest and straightforward. Why would he make a false statement to Dieskau? Johnson could ill afford to antagonize any of the Six Nations, whom he was continually endeavoring to get to fight on the side of the English.

Dopester Heroes

- In 1964 Bob Dylan gave the Beatles their first taste of marijuana. By the next year they were swallowing LSD sugar cubes for dessert. Only Ringo abstained from dope.
- In 1967 the Beatles' manager, Brian Epstein, had a homosexual session with John Lennon in Spain.
- Lennon broke up the Beatles when he and his Jap wife, Yoko, became hopelessly hooked on heroin.
- George Harrison and Ringo Starr's marriages fell apart when the former announced he was in love with Mrs. Starr.

The above items are just a few of the biographical hors d'oeuvres served up in The Love You Make, a new book about the Beatles by their onetime adviser, Peter Brown. If half of what he writes is true, Western youth had a sorry bunch of role models in the days of Beatlemania.
Inklings

Reagan’s Across-the-Aisle Appointments

Did voters elect a Republican president so he could appoint a cohort of minorityites and left-wing Democrats to important government posts? Apparently they did. In keeping with the standard White House policy of naming minority Democrats to serve as U.S. mediators in world hotspots, Reagan picked Richard Stone, quondam senator from Florida, as his special envoy to Central America. We can be sure that if Stone succeeds in bringing “peace” to those hysterical Hispanic lands (Costa Rica excepted), it will be a Kissinger-type, “Nam-type sellout. Meanwhile, the Sandinistas must be in Seventh Heaven.

Other recent Reagan nominees were his four choices for the Civil Rights Commission, whose chairman, an earlier Reagan appointment, is a fumbling, Uncle Tomish black named Clarence Pendleton, who has been accused, and rightly so, of being less than truthful at his confirmation hearing. Reagan’s four new anti-Reaganites are:

- Linda Chavez, radical Hispanic Democrat, assistant to Albert Shanker of the American Federation of Teachers, an organization which bears as much responsibility as any group or person for the lamentable state of U.S. education.
- John Bunzel, true-believing Democratic equalizer, president of chaotic San Jose University during its worst days.
- Robert Destro, bearded Democratic law professor from Catholic University, who, although a professional and professing Christian, is much more interested in this world than the next one.
- Morris Abrams, Jewish elder, former president of Brandeis University, former president of the American Jewish Committee, former president of the United Negro College Fund.

What a motley crew! Their only plusses are that some of them are allegedly against forced busing and quotas. Otherwise, they have never strayed more than a millimeter from the straight liberal-minority party line.

We are told the Civil Rights Commission has no power to implement its racist ideology (minority racist, that is). Not true. Members have at their constant beck and call a huge, wide-open pipeline to the media. Every scurrilous attack the Committee makes on Majority mores and institutions is immediately picked up and given prominent space by the wire services and your daily newspaper. Who wields greater power in these dismal days than the man, woman or group with unlimited access to the media?

Ironically, Reagan’s nominations have been deemed unsatisfactory by some ungrateful mediocrats who don’t want any ifs, ands or buts to gnarl the integrationist propensities of Commission appointees. Their favorite member is Mary Berry, who after a 1977 trip to China returned singing the praises of Chairman Mao. Sundry senators of the Cranston persuasion are expected to put up a fight against confirming some or all of the Reagan nominees. But Morris Abrams has nothing to worry about. Nathan Perlmutter of the ADL has already come to his rescue.

Uncommon Jewish Expressions

Every Gay’s Guide to Common Jewish Expressions by Arthur Naiman (Ballantine, 1983, $2.75) is at first glance nothing more than another cheap Leo Rosten-type treasury of Jewishisms which minority publishers seem to delight in issuing in mass market paperbacks, apparently more to flex their muscles and rub in their dominant role in the field than for any other purpose.

But Naiman has done something different in this book. Amid the feeble Jewish humor one finds under the Six Million entry:

Ask almost anybody how many people the Nazis murdered outside of combat and they’ll tell you six million. But that’s not even close. The number is actually twelve million (ten million civilians and two million prisoners of war), of whom six million — ahah! — were Jews.

Now I know we’re smarter and more sensitive and just all around better than everybody else, but it does seem to me that just because six million Russians, Poles, Serbs, Gypsies, homosexuals, communists, socialists, anarchists, pacifists and, by the way, Christians (because anyone who was a real Christian in Nazi Germany and didn’t get out ended up in a concentration camp) — just because those people weren’t Jewish doesn’t mean they don’t count.

I don’t think it’s so hard to understand how survivors of the Holocaust can raise money to help Israel do to the Palestinians what Germany did to the Jews when you realize that these same people always refer to the six million victims of the Nazis as if the six million non-Jews didn’t exist.

But they did exist and just like the Jews, they had organs, dimensions, affections, passions. If you prick them, they bled. If you poisoned them, they died. So I think we owe it to them to remember their deaths too.

Under “Zionism”:

It’s possible to admire many things about Israel, to be proud of its accomplishments, to be glad it’s there as a place of refuge, and to still be disgusted by the Israeli government’s treatment of the Palestinian people, or by its close ties with South Africa . . . .

Fourth Brancher

The Senate is composed of not of a hundred but of 101 members, according to the New York Times (May 26, 1983). The 101st is David Brody, a Flintstone-looking Jew who is described as the “unelected senator” by Senator Mathias of Maryland. Jesse Helms escorts him into the “Senators Only” elevator. Senator Grassley of Iowa draws him into the “Senators Only” Capitol subway. Former Vice-President Mondale chimes in: “Dave Brody can get in and out of more senators’ offices more quickly than any person I have ever met in my life.”

Who is Brody and what gives him such an “in” in the Senate? Well, he’s a paid lobbyist for civil rights groups and — you guessed it — Israel. What’s more, he’s the Washington representative of B’nai B’rith’s Anti-Defamation League, which should be, but isn’t, registered as an agent of a foreign government.

Anti-Semites have charged that the B’nai B’rith is the fourth branch of the U.S. government. Mr. Brody’s maneuvers and machinations in the Capitol lend some credence to this charge.

Uncle Sam’s Settlements

What has been the cost so far of the settlements the Zionists have been building on the occupied West Bank, where there are at present some 725,000 Palestinians and 27,000 Jews? Mideast experts put the cost at $1.5 billion. Where does this money come from? From the U.S., directly and indirectly, mainly through foreign aid and tax-deductible gifts to Zionist organizations. At present Israel receives $785 million annually from Washington to spend on anything it wants. The rest of the multibillion-dollar aid package is tied to largely military expenditures. Since Israel is broke and would default on its huge debt without continued U.S. financial aid, a sizable part of the $785 million — at least $200 to $300 million a year — must be
going into settlement building. There is no other place the money can come from.

Yet on September 1, 1982, Reagan called for an "immediate freeze" on Israeli settlements. He couldn't have meant what he said since he is the head of a government which advances to Israel the money that makes it possible for it to keep on building and building. If he wanted to, he could stop the West Bank settlements with a stroke of his pen. But there is a wide, wide gulf between saying and doing in American-Israeli relations, where the forked tongue continues to make all the pronouncements.

We Lepers

Consider the headlines of this newspaper story: "Blacks Written Off for 1984 Campaign, Reagan Aides Assert." Wherein lies the news? All the campaigning in the world would not lure more than 10% of the blacks, a pathetic 1.2% of the electorate, to the Reagan fold. Reagan spokesmen, of course, called the allegations "ridiculous." Republicans, they said, are going all out for minority support. Administration officials were then quoted to the effect that "making peace with women," Hispanics, blacks and Asians are top Republican priorities.

Democratic officials never wring their hands because they get proportionately less white and male support than their opponents. And no one ever reproaches them for it. Instead, they go after the minority (and female) vote all the harder. They are "deeply troubled," they say, if their Hispanic back­

Jewish Black Market

A newly unearthed State Department re­

report charges that Jewish relief agencies turned UNRRA (United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Agency) into a vast black market operation after World War II. The money derived from the illegal sales of UN­

RRA rations was "the largest source of in­

come for both the Jewish underground and the legitimate Jewish relief agencies operat­

ing in Italy." Moreover, at least "10% of the underground refugees," who were running the British blockade into Palestine were "Communist agents." It's a pity this report did not come out on May 14, 1947, when it was written. But writings critical of Jews, no matter how official and no matter how important, have the annoying habit of disappearing into deep, dark pigeonholes.

Untouchable Redskin

Dennis Banks, the bail-jumping Indian leader who was left unmolested by the FBI when he sought sanctuary on the Onondaga Indian reservation near Syracuse, New York, was freed of charges of illegal possession of firearms and explosives by U.S. District Judge Redden because of the government's delay in pressing charges in the 7½-year-old case. J.B. Stoner, who happens to be a paleface, was sentenced to jail after a trial which took place almost 20 years after the crime for which he was charged.

Former Governor Jerry Brown previously refused to allow Banks's extradition to South Dakota to serve a sentence for riot and assault. Two FBI agents were murdered when they attempted to arrest Indians as a result of the 71-day occupation of Wounded Knee. Banks was deeply involved in the Wounded Knee siege, as well as in the takeover of the Washington headquarters of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Unlike Banks, white criminals, real or alleged, have no sanctuaries from which they can defy the law.

After a few months as a fugitive from jus­tice, Stoner has now given himself up to Alabama authorities, and the white suprema­

acist faces the prospect of a long and dan­

gerous stay in prisons overbrimming with blacks. Neither was the kid glove treatment he attempted to arrest Indians as a result of the 71-day occupation of Wounded Knee. Banks was deeply involved in the Wounded Knee siege, as well as in the takeover of the Washington headquarters of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Unlike Banks, white criminals, real or alleged, have no sanctuaries from which they can defy the law.

A newly unearthed State Department re­

report charges that Jewish relief agencies turned UNRRA (United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Agency) into a vast black market operation after World War II. The money derived from the illegal sales of UN­

RRA rations was "the largest source of in­

come for both the Jewish underground and the legitimate Jewish relief agencies operat­

ing in Italy." Moreover, at least "10% of the underground refugees," who were running the British blockade into Palestine were "Communist agents." It's a pity this report did not come out on May 14, 1947, when it was written. But writings critical of Jews, no matter how official and no matter how important, have the annoying habit of disappearing into deep, dark pigeonholes.

Pet Peeves

• Middle-aged housewives who suddenly "get religion" and become tireless work­

ers for the nuclear freeze movement. Sunday newspapers everywhere are full of long profiles of this type.

• Leftist TV pundits who subtly display their "solidarity with the Nicaraguan" people by pronouncing the country "Nee-ha-wah-rah." They remind me of nothing so much as Bill Dana doing his "Jose Jimenez" character.

• Trucking magazine articles about some ghetto welfare mama who saw to it that every one of her 13 children went to an Ivy League university. Her motherly dedication does not impress middle-class white parents struggling to put their two kids through a second-rate college.

• A homo-not-quite-erectus like "Mr. T," who has become a media celebrity and a "role model" for American youth.

• Trendy talk show host Dennis Wholey of "PBS Late Night" presenting a John Birch Society spokesman in the interest of "balance" to compensate for the 500 left-liber­

al-minority "spokespeople" he's previously interviewed.

• Ecstatic Sunday Supplement pieces on how well our new immigrants (Laotians, Ko­

reans, Haitians, Jamaicans, etc.) are "adjust­ing" to American life. The roster will in­

clude a West Indian black holding down a $7-an-hour factory job and a smart-as-a­

whip Asian who's become a college profes­

sor. Out-of-work white citizens read such articles with mixed feelings.
Cholly Bilderberger

King Carter Madison, head of Virginians Against Anti-Semitism, the Richmond-based, Old Guard organization, was in town last week, and a guest at a luncheon given for him by Yitznah Areshnap, the tympanist, at Tucano. Also present were Caroline Plimpton (who’s so interested in retarded Chinese...}

... Elie Wiesel: Messenger to All Humanity (Notre Dame, 1983, $16.95), is a landmark. “It’s important that it was written by a non-Jew,” he said in his speech, immediately after the chausson de grenouille au cresson. “And a non-Jew who is both a theologian and a critic. When Elie Wiesel gets the Nobel Prize, a bit of the credit will go to Robert McAfee Brown, and that is as it should be. He has taken Elie’s Dostoyevskian preoccupation with the shards and tails of meaning as expressed in his own experiences in Auschwitz and Buchenwald as a means of creating great art as well as great — unsurpassed, I should say — morality. In his books, shades of the ghettos prance austere through the fore- and subconsciousness of all of us, stunning us with the Chagall-like beauty of Jewish thought and practice. Elie has been called the founder of Holocaust literature, and he does not deny it. Who can forget the transcendental clarity of his insight in depicting God Himself on trial for crimes committed against the Jews? (That’s our God, needless to say.) What Elie is telling us is that if it comes to a choice between our own God and what He has allowed to happen to His Chosen People, then, as Elie proposes, we should face the fact that our God is anti-Semitic and deal with Him accordingly. When we hold the trial, I propose that Elie be the judge, and that the jury be composed of Jewish survivors of the concentration camps. Elie, having attained the moral authority of Moses, the philosophical stature of Spinoza, the humility of Einstein and the popular appeal of Al Jolson, is more than equipped to deal with such prosaic matters as our problems and our God...”

At this point, King Carter Madison was suddenly unable to continue with his speech, and was assisted from the restaurant. As he left, he was heard to say that Elie also has the “athletic ability of Karl Marx and the flair for seamanship of Sigmund Freud.” Applause for this prophet of the Old Dominion was long and sustained after his departure, and an ad hoc committee has been set up to carry out the program. King Carter Madison has not as yet returned to Virginia, but is staying on in the city at the Eddie Cantor Clinic in a private (no calls) suite.

Coming Marriage: Patricia, daughter of Lt. General (Ret.) and Mrs. Francis P. Dempsey, to Howard Bassen-Mayer. General Dempsey (nicknamed “Vanadium Innards” for his heroism in WWII) describes himself as “an unregenerate admirer of Charles Lindbergh, Joe McCarthy and Jim Forrestal,” and is currently writing his memoirs, tentatively entitled America Last. Howard Bassen-Mayer is Chief Executive Officer of Bartle, Inc., the holding company which controls Astral Computers, darling of the high-tech stocks. He is the son of Helen Bassen (the cosmetics queen) and Prince Matthias Wallenstein, the Austrian aristocrat who fled his native land in 1938 and later led an OSS team which returned to Austria in 1943-44 and killed 566 Nazi soldiers (mostly SS) in remote areas of the Salzkammergut. The prince was also an authority on bees and the early history of European cinema. (He and Howard’s mother were divorced in 1969, after which she married Ben Mayer, the producer and mountaineer.) Prince Wallenstein’s aunt, Marie-Louise, was reputedly the mistress of Sir Richard Wagner D’Assoo, the Talmudic scholar and Grenadier Guards major who was killed on the Somme in World War I.

Event-of-the-Month was certainly Barbara Hellmann’s costume party, given aboard the Protocols of Zion, her 122-foot yacht, currently moored in the East River. (Always asked why she named the yacht after the most famous of anti-Semitic forgeries, Barbara inevitably answers: “In the old days everybody with any wit in Hollywood if you want to know the truth, including me, thought the Protocols of Zion were not only crazy but also the funniest thing ever written. We used to read them aloud at parties and roll on the floor. All we had to do was say ‘Protocols’ to each other, and we’d all break up. We used to say it would be sidesplitting to use the name on a yacht, and drive the goys round the bend. After all, everyone, but especially Jews, is supposed to take the Protocols seriously just because they are fakes. Well, I was the one who got the yacht — when I married Tyson Whitney — and I kept the promise.”) The theme of the party was Great Moderns, and there were nineteen Golda Meirs (with Amanda Livingston’s by far the best), eight Henry Kissingers (Henry’s was not the best), and no end of Einsteins, J. Philip Oppenheimers, Emma Goldmans and Barney Baruchs. Jenny Burden, who interprets “modern” broadly, came as Rebecca Zuckerman, the once-unknown 19th-century New York poetess who is now credited by advanced scholarship with much of Emily Dickinson’s work. The party ended with a gigantic fireworks display over the river re-enacting the siege of Beirut.

Also at the Hellmann party was Jim Longwood, chairman of Iowans Against Another Masada. Jim, a Sioux City banker and also an authority on breeding hybrid birds (he is currently attempting to cross a pheasant and a chicken), came as Anne Frank’s father. He is very serious about Iowans Against Another Masada. “We’re doing a lot,” he says. “Our current project is painting silos throughout Iowa. We’ve got a lot of them, and they’re ideal for our purposes. We are putting portraits of outstanding American Jews on these silos. It’s part of our motto, which is: ‘Never in Iowa!’ These portraits are big — they cover the whole silo, and we use paint which can be seen at night when lights shine on it. It’s something to remember to see an eighty-foot Felix Frankfurter or Irving Thalberg looking out across our cornfields.” Jim says that his only regret is that “we...
don't have mountains in Iowa. We'd like to do a large-scale commemoration of the founders of Israel on a Mount Rushmore scale, but we just don't have the elevation anywhere. However, we're dickering with some of the western states that do. We'd send the money and the sculptors and all the heavy equipment. All they have to do is donate a mountain.” In another interesting sidelight, Jim says that Iowa will be the first state to have anti-anti-Semitic laws. “We will have bills before the next session of the legislature to provide stiff jail penalties for any sort of anti-Semitic slur. Up to five years in prison for second offenders. Iowa leads the country in literacy, and we want to be the first in moral literacy, too.”

Maizee Hamilton, at El Shezan, asking, “Who says fair play and friendship are dead?” She was referring to the gallant fashion in which tout New York (and Washington) leapt to Henry Kissinger’s defense in the wake of Seymour Hersch’s book attacking him as wholly amoral. Among others, the two Bills, Buckley and Safire, contributed impassioned praise of the great statesman in their syndicated columns. “Those two columns read a lot alike,” Betty Hornbull says at Maurice, “maybe Henry wrote them himself.” And at the Italian Pavilion, racist Potter Bostwick saying loudly to his table, “Hersch could never have published that book if he hadn’t been Jewish.” Irene Silverstein, self-described as “just a lower-middle-class Jewish wife to a delicatessen store owner in Queens and trying to have a nice little lunch in the city and not listen to this Nazi talk,” promptly threw her piccata Guido full in Potter’s face, to the cheers of everyone in the place.

Speaking of Bill Buckley, and lots of people do just that a lot of the time, Holocaust, Inc., has applauded his column of a few weeks ago which urged an Israeli takeover of much of the Middle East. “Why not give serious thought to telling Israel to go ahead and occupy Damascus?” Bill asked. “Why not . . . let Israel dictate the terms to King Hussein?” he went on. “. . . why not say to our friends in the area: . . . Now we’re going to let Israel run the show, and back Israel to the hilt.” Shimon Fishbaum, publicity director of Holocaust, Inc., was sincere in his appreciation of this backing. “Bill shows what a proper attitude for a non-Jew is,” he said approvingly over lunch at Palm. “Of course, he still has a long way to go — let’s face it, all non-Jews do — but he’s made a beginning, which a lot of you people haven’t.”

Sights and Sounds in the Night: Excited by the fireworks display from the Hellmann party — and, perhaps, a bit punchdrunk from his endless battles — Sutter Lang was convinced that, as a hospital spokesperson put it, “the counterrevolution had begun.” In that mistaken assumption, he went into the streets with more than his usual audacity, attacking minorities from the Battery to the Bronx, a wild sweep which ended only when three teams of Special Police totaling seventeen men overcame him near Hell’s Gate. Hospitalized with “the usual injuries,” he left what Lieutenant Klaus O’Janovic of the NYPD calls “a trial of Jews, blacks, Hispanics and mixed ethnics totaling thirty-two, all male, all requiring at least emergency room treatment and most of them additional surgery in one form or another. Even for Sutter, it was a big night.”

At Raoul’s, Potter Bostwick was diatribing as usual — “What is New York! I’ll tell you what New York is: the smack of a pink palm in your face, the smell of an ochre mugger, the incom­erences of ghetto-speak . . .” — when Harvey Denton, the popular paraplegic singer (and recent recipient of a cast-iron and post-stressed nylon pituitary gland to replace his own, badly damaged by fire in his apartment at The Dakota) rammed himself and his wheelchair into the insensitive racist. Potter was unhurt, but chastened into silence. Harvey ruptured his pancreas and will need a new one — fortunately a donor with one which matches has been found in Tierra del Fuego. The corpse of the donor — an Indian known simply as OK, who died of hypertension — will be flown to Los Angeles, as will Harvey, and the transfer will be performed in the John Wayne Pavilion of the Jack Warner Hospital.

Black circles in town are excited about the recent discoveries concerning Benjamin Banneker (1731-1806), considered “America’s first man of science,” an astronomer who helped survey the boundaries of the District of Columbia, and who built the first clock made entirely in America. “Perhaps this will finally focus attentiveness on Raffash Attrucks,” says Paul Adams, the black leader. Interviewed in his midtown townhouse (staffed, as he points out to refute claims he is prejudiced, “entirely by white servants, including the butler”) at Brandywine Towers, Paul talked about Attrucks at length. “All he was was America’s first real geneticist, and one its first military experts, and lots more. He was a friend of both George Washington and Lord Howe, and was crucially key in planning the defenses at Saratoga and near the Delaware. His genetic research, which was way ahead of Darwin by nearly a century, was lost in the Great Fire of 1806, which swept through his home at Montrose, the plantation which belonged to Geoffrey Lee on the James River. Attrucks lived there in slave cabin number sixty-seven, and had to work in the cotton fields all day long. He conducted his experiments at night. In 1799, Mr. Lee gave him a few days off and Raffash was able to hold the first genetical conference ever held in the United States right in that cabin. Scholars came from all over the free world and told Raffash that his work, particularly on repressive characters, had inspired all of them and would lead to Darwin. Raffash was also into politics and wrote books and articles for Alexander Hamilton and James Madison, the dedicated Federalists, which were published in their names. He was also an authority on etiquette for slaves, and founded a school behind his cabin to teach the subject. This modest start later became Georgetown University, and its architecture inspired Thomas Jefferson when he built the University of Charlottesville . . . Raffash Attrucks was into and a leader in fermentation, celestial navigation, the theory of plastics, strip mining, birth control the steam engine, art, historical novels, excavation, dams, bridges, Indian extinction, pollution, fibers, cancers and tumors, the preservation of whales, and colonic irrigation. He was a true Renaissance man, and it’s high time we honored him.”
Notes from the Sceptred Isle - John Nobull

Rightists are constantly complaining that the Right is fragmented and therefore powerless. Well, I see the need for cooperation (preferably covert) wherever there is any chance of electing someone remotely acceptable or of combining on any referendum. However, from the practical point of view there is a great deal to be said for being fragmented, particularly at a time when we have so little power. The reason is that all actions tend to provoke equal and opposite reactions. This holds true particularly for the actions of those seeking to transform society or promote a leader with the will to do it. That is why, again and again in history, movements with big ideas, not to speak of remarkable leaders, have become bogged down -- cancelled out by an opposition springing partly from hostility, largely from inertia. Shoot an arrow for any distance and air resistance plus gravity will do much more to render it ineffective than any enemy shield. But shoot it in a gravity-free vacuum, and it will continue on forever. Widely differing viewpoints which nevertheless take fundamental principles for granted help to create a partial vacuum, in which the most effective expression of those principles may go forward without much impediment.

What I am advocating is a form of Gramsciism. Every successful movement makes allies which are fundamentally different in their motivation. Take the Russian case. The first Comintern turned out to be overwhelmingly Jewish, although Russian sympathy for the Jews can hardly be described as overwhelming. Although the Jews had the advantage of being a ruthless and fundamentally cohesive group, they could never have come to power but for (a) World War I, and (b) the progressive undermining of the Russian intelligentsia by mystical self-abnegation deriving from the Enlightenment via Tolstoy. Quite simply, an atmosphere had been created which enabled the most effectively organised force to come out on top without losing too much momentum on the way.

Mussolini succeeded because, under disturbed postwar conditions, and out of the very heart of the socialist movement, he managed to make an appeal to patriots of all kinds. Thereafter the Left was wise to this possibility and took steps to prevent a recurrence. As a result, National Socialism, which combined the same elements, had a much harder row to hoe. Indeed, if it had not been for the existence of so many other patriotic splinter groups of the Right, it is very doubtful whether Hitler would have come to power. Members of the officer corps, Freiwillige from the east, Hohenzollern supporters, conservatives, folk enthusiasts, pagan mystics, historical determinists -- even the SA and the SS -- were constantly at loggerheads, but none of them questioned the need for Germany’s revival. Thus it was possible to integrate the Stahlhelm organisation into the SA within a very short time of the Nazi takeover and the intellectuals soon fell into line, as they always do. Hitler succeeded because his was the most effective expression of an aim shared by widely differing groups. Where he made his mistake, and he came to see this too late, was in allowing himself to be manoeuvered into an alliance containing only fundamentally fascist parties. He reached out to the Japanese, but they did not respond to any extent (e.g., by opening a second front in the Soviet Union). What was needed, as Hitler saw it, was a direct appeal to the Arabs, but this was prevented from becoming dangerous by Mussolini’s claims on the Arab world.

To us, the importance of fragmentation lies in the fact that it enables us to induce people of different class background, different ideology and different attitudes to move in the same direction without necessarily realising it. Provided the different groups agree on the need to preserve and improve our race, or at least to preserve the freedom which allows us to do so, one group can cover the activities of another. A Social Crediter, a true conservative, a fascist, a Christian traditionalist, an Odinst, an elitist, or a populist of the Poujade type may differ profoundly as regards ends, but they will hardly waste time discussing whether busing should be enforced or whether coloured immigration should continue on a mass scale. And once a tacit consensus has been achieved, then the most effective reaction to the threat of extinction which faces us must eventually win out.

My bet is that it will be neither nationalist nor socialist this time, but rather racialist in the true sense and in favour of the economic independence of the family unit. Meanwhile, apparent disharmony on the Right provides the necessary smokescreen under which we can advance to the attack.

---

Talking Numbers

How many votes kept Hitler from beating Hindenburg in Germany’s 1932 presidential election? Six million, writes William Shirer.

Three black companies are now in the $100 million bracket: Motown Industries, H.J. Russell Construction Inc., Johnson Publishing (Ebony and Jet.)

A University of Massachusetts statewide poll showed 49% of respondents preferred nuclear war to Communist rule. Two-thirds of this bellicose group favored war even if it meant the death of every American.

The dust jacket of Genocide, a recently published book by Leo Kuper (Yale University Press), states, "Genocide and political massacres in the twentieth century have already resulted in the annihilation of 800,000 Armenians, 20 million Soviets, 6 million Jews, 3 million Bangladeshis, and 100,000 Hutu."

The population of Chicago is now 53.6% minority (not counting the Chicago Metro Area’s 253,000 Jews).
Danny Sumi, a nonwhite baby, weighed 13 ounces when he came into the world, a U.S. record for a live birth. After spending a small fortune keeping him alive, doctors say Danny is doing fairly well, though he still faces many important medical problems and is susceptible to all sorts of viruses.

Eric Joseph (Joey) Eaves, the black basketball star who plays for Yeshiva University, says his father, a rabbi, is sorry that his athletic son won't be a rabbi, because none of his ten brothers and sisters are. Eaves explains, "Both my great-grandfathers were Jewish, my grandfather was [sic] Jewish and my mother and father are Jewish." Yeshiva plays such colleges as Bard, Vassar and Northeastern Bible. Its record in 1982 was 6 wins, 13 losses.

26 foreign students have been indicted by a federal grand jury for falsely claiming they received educational grants or loans. Total amount of the loans was $77,509.

As a result of the transaction, arranged by American Express has paid approximately $550 million for the non-U.S. operations of the Swiss-based Trade Development Bank Holding Company, owned and controlled by Edmond J. Safra, a Levantine jew. As a result of the transaction, arranged by conglomerator Peter Cohen, Safra becomes the largest shareholder of American Express.

The forcible rape rate of Dubuque, Iowa, is 3.2 per 100,000 population, compared to 41.7 nationwide. The murder rate is zero (11 nationwide). Dubuque's black population (11.7% nationwide) is 0.3%; Hispanic (6.4% nationwide) is 0.5%. The city has 30 Jewish families.

The Los Angeles Times (April 19, 1983) reported that "in the fall of 1944, Allied forces reached Majdanek and found the remains of 1.7 million Jews." The Jewish Almanac (Bantam, N.Y., 1980) says the body count at Majdanek was "125,000." Hilberg's The Destruction of the European Jews has "tens of thousands"; The War Against the Jews by Davidowicz (Bantam, 1976), "1,380,000."

All Albanians eligible to vote -- 1,627,968 did so in last year's National Assembly elections. Only one person is reported to have voted against the list of candidates headed by Enver Hoxha, the nation's eccentric Marxist strongman.

In 1981 the IRS had 76,575 employees, the FBI 19,106, the U.S. Customs Service 13,228, the INS 10,886.

Israel spends 31.5% of its per capita income on the military, Syria 28.2%, the Soviet Union 15.5%, China 9.4%, U.S. 4.8%, Japan 1%, Costa Rica 0%.

John Lennon's estate, reportedly worth $235 million, earns royalties of $200,000 a day from his recordings. The average American doctor makes $57,698 a year, the average lawyer $40,000. Americans have the shortest work week in the world -- 35.6 hours. Egyptians work longest -- 56 hours (The Book of Incomes, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1981).

The Census Bureau reports that the nation's poorest city is Newark, Atlanta is second, New Orleans third.

Nonwhite Philadelphians born in 1945 have committed 15 times more violent crimes than whites born in the same year. The nonwhite offense rate of those born in 1945 was 7 times that of whites.

In the recent California election Jane Fonda gave husband Tom Hayden $591, 334 to buy his way into the California state legislature. Jewish entertainment moguls Norman Lear ($95,400), Lew Wasserman ($30,500), Ted Ashley ($17,000), Steven Ross ($15,000), Bruce Corwin ($14,942), Jerry Weintraub ($60,200), Jerome Moss ($14,000), and David Geffen ($11,500) gave their money to Bradley, Jerry Brown, Hayden or other Democratic candidates, as well as to backers of nuclear freeze and gun control propositions. The only Californian who contributed a sizable amount ($50,000) to Republican Deukmejian was Kirk Kerkorian, a fellow Armenian.

White children outweigh black children at birth by an average of 9 ounces (7 lb., 8 oz. vs. 6 lb., 15 oz.).

The Federal Office of Personnel Management checks the background of more than 200,000 federal job applicants each year. Chief screener is Peter Garcia.

An NBC special, Bataan, the Forgotten Hell (Dec. 5, 1982), stated that 1% of World War II American POWs died in captivity in Europe, compared to 57% of the POWs in the Pacific theater. Remember this number the next time you see a Holocaust docudrama.

Oppenheimer and Co. raised $5 million for Owen J. Lipstein's American Health Magazine, which has reached a circulation of 450,000 after only 6 issues.

Mayor Ed Koch has whined that "not a single synagouge" could be found among the many religious institutions now providing beds for New York City's homeless.

The Jewish National Fund in Israel will plant a forest in memory of the "200,000 Jewish soldiers in the Red Army who fell in battle against the Nazis in World War II." The Fund estimates that half a million Jews served in the Russian armed forces between 1941 and 1945.

The Jewish population of the Greater New York area has decreased from 1,988,000 in 1970 to 1,734,000 in 1982. But the number of Jews in Manhattan, where two-room apartments now rent for $1,100 a month, grew from 171,000 in 1979 to 297,320 in 1982 (Source: 1983 American Jewish Yearbook.)

Praful Patel, a prominent Asian community leader, has informed Britons, "There are at least 200 Asian millionaires in Britain with huge homes and lavish lifestyles."

The Reagan administration has proposed a $9.2 billion foreign aid program for fiscal 1984 -- $400 million more than for fiscal 1983. Israel would get $2,485,000,000, Egypt $2,075,000,000, Jordan $135,000,000, Turkey $930,000,000, Pakistan $325,000,000, El Salvador $205,000,000, Honduras $80,000,000, Lebanon $15,000,000.

The crime rate of Sephardic families in Israel is six times that of Ashkenazi families.
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A national poll of the Chicago Council on Foreign Relations found that Americans favor the creation of a Palestinian state by a margin of 2 to 1. One-third of the respondents wanted military aid to Israel to be cut back or eliminated. But 30% favored sending troops to protect the Zionist state against an Arab attack. 80% said they were opposed to sending U.S. troops to El Salvador.

In Dallas 10 of the 15 largest construction firms hire illegals. Former Labor Secretary Ray Marshall has said that the present unemployment rate could be reduced by at least 2 percentage points if American workers did not have to compete with illegal immigrants.

6,943 recently took California's new proficiency test for prospective teachers. Of the 1,186 minority members tested, 71% failed. The failure rate of the 5,757 whites was 31.2%.

Nearly 14,000 plants and factories have closed down in the U.S. since 1975, at least 10% of them in the job-intensive steel, rubber and textile industries. By the year 2,000, robots will replace 3 million American workers, and 40% of all new jobs will be related in one way or another to high-tech firms. U.S. corporations now spend $30 billion a year training employees in new skills. By 1990 the nation will need 450,000 bion­ic-medicine specialists and genetic engineering technicians. (Source: America's Future, May 1983.)

Chicago, Cleveland and St. Louis (in that order) are the least integrated of America's largest cities: Oakland (California), Gary (Indiana) and Detroit (Michigan) are the most.

Fascist atrocities have the habit of being very well publicized. Who can forget Guernica and Lidice? But who knows anything about Paracuellos and Torrejón, where Spanish Stalinists dragged 2,000 Franco sympathizers out of jail and murdered them in cold blood in November 1936? Since a large percentage of the victims were army officers, the mass execution was a preview of another underpublicized Stalinist massacre, Katyn. (Times Literary Supplement, May 13, 1983, p. 483.)

Israel's 1982 balance of payment deficit was $4.72 billion. Its outstanding foreign debt is now $28 billion. On a per capita basis, these figures are appalling, even in a world gone debt mad.

Dr. Egon Mayer, a Brooklyn sociologist, guesses that 100,000 living Americans have converted to Judaism, a number that helps compensate for the decline of the Jewish population caused by a low birthrate. For every male convert, Dr. Mayer says there are 10 female converts. New Jews usually "define their Judaism in religious rather than communal ethnic terms." Mayer is worried that mixed marriages "could lead to a rupture between religion and ethnicity which have hitherto been very closely intertwined in American Jewish life."

Switzerland had 729 conscientious objectors in 1982, 593 in 1981, 70 in 1963. The COs go to jail, but the sentences are rarely longer than 10 months. Swiss males must do 17 weeks of military training at the age of 20. After that they must serve for one year in the armed forces, and follow this up for the rest of their lives with periods of reserve training. At any given time, 400,000 Swiss are under arms, though Switzerland has not fought in a European war for 468 years. Si vis pacem, para bellum.

The latest Gallup Youth Survey indicates that two out of three high-school students have cheated on at least one exam.

Maryland banks have decided to allocate $22 million for loans to minority business. The state will guarantee 80% of the 10-year loans, which have interest rates as low as 4%.

It costs an average American family $226,000 to raise a first-born son to age 22, $247,000 for a first-born daughter. Economist Lawrence Olson writes in his book Costs of Children.

This ad recently appeared in the fulsome German magazine Quick -- a journal with extensive liberal credentials. The gentleman depicted is supposed to be a typical member of today's prestigious American meritocracy, as perceived by Europeans. No doubt thousands of Yankee lovers will be persuaded to buy the roll-your-own cigarette papers he is peddling. They will surely wish to identify with the salesman's patent sincerity and good breeding -- and will certainly be impressed with his "half-price" money-saving pitch. More astute Germans may comprehend that the huckster's headdress, borrowed from the Statue of Liberty, is a subtle tribute to the memory of Emma Lazarus. Clearly, the Nordics in the Marlboro ads have now been demoted to a lower social category and replaced with physiognomies more truly representative of America's ruling caste.

German subscriber
FRANK WILLIS, the black hero of the Washington Post and the night watchman who discovered the Watergate break-in, shoplifted a fountain pen in South Carolina in 1979, for which he paid a $108.25 fine and was put on probation. Last September he tried to get out the door of an Augusta, Georgia, discount store with a pair of sneakers stuck in a knapsack. For this he was sentenced to jail for one year. He spent two weeks there before two black mayors got him out on a $3,000 appeal bond. To keep him out of jail, Alex Haley, the Roots man, has offered to write Willis’s biography.

∗ ∗ ∗

“El Torito,” boxing’s little bull, otherwise known as TONY AYALA, is behind bars following his April conviction of raping a pretty blonde school teacher at knifepoint. The mestizo punk was charged with attempted rape in 1978 but plea-bargained his way to ten years’ probation and a fine. This time Ayala got 50 years in the slammer.

∗ ∗ ∗

America’s latest welfare queen, DOROTHY WOODS of Los Angeles, a mother of 12 children of Negroid designation (she claimed 49), owns six cars of Caucasoid make (a Rolls, a Mercedes, a Cadillac Sel­ville, etc.). Mama Woods recently pleaded guilty to bilking the taxpayers of $377,500 in welfare payments. Attorney Dudley Grey admits she is worth about $1.6 million.

∗ ∗ ∗

“I’ve got Mexican customs, Indian customs, different kinds of customs.” That is what alleged witch JANE MATA told a Wichita court recently during its probe of MCVANCE SERVE’S murder. Serve made the mistake of trying to get Mata back from her second “husband,” MARIE (PETE) ALCA­RAZ, Alcaraz, who was thought to be a man by many, including one of her wives(!), stabbed male chauvinist Servé 24 times and then slashed his throat for good measure. The unladylike conduct brought her five to 20 years for “voluntary manslaughter.”

∗ ∗ ∗

REINA STEIN is a Nevada business­woman who is proud of her Orthodox Jewish upbringing, her membership in Hadassah and her $250,000 annual income. Under the name of Gina Wilson, she is also America’s leading madam, her bordello opera­tion gathering her more publicity than that formerly accorded to Jewess Xaviera Hol­lander, the former #1 madam, who now writes an excremental column for Pent­house. Gina is planning to build a $25-mil­lion house of ill repute with 200 rooms, each with a hot tub, a sauna and a girl.

ARIEL SHARON, having been “pun­ished” for his manifold crimes by being re­moved from his post as Minister of Defense and shifted to another cabinet post, has recently been making a triumphant tour of the U.S. The Jewish community has welcomed him with open arms and showered him with dollars to take back to the Promised Land so Israel can buy more weapons to kill more Arabs. Not a single picket line protested the appearance of the man who bore the ultimate responsibility for the Shaita and Sabra massacres. (In Canada, however, he was pestered by a few demonstrators.) Mean­while, the State Department again refused a visa to Ian Paisley, the Ulster minister, who had been invited to lecture at Bob Jones University. Unfortunately for Paisley, he’s not a warmongering Israeli politician, just a Northern European Protestant.

∗ ∗ ∗

No paper ever gave as much concentrat­ed publicity to the Holocaust and to Holo­caust atrocity tales as did the WASHING­TON POST in its gargantuan reportage of the Holocaust Convention (April 10-14, 1983). So many words were printed that after it was all over the Post collected them into a 64-page book and huckstered it mail order for $5.95 postpaid. The ad for the book was accompanied by that old discred­ited photo of the little Jewish boy with hands upraised in the Warsaw ghetto. Although presumably being led off to the gas cham­bers, he was really arrested for stealing. Accord­ing to the London Jewish Chronicle, the little boy is now an affluent businessman in Britain. But what is that happy denouement to the Post, which walls in Holocaust horrors and is quite willing to use fake photos as well as print wildly exaggerated survivor tales to cozy up to Jewish racism?

∗ ∗ ∗

The NOGOOD NINE are getting more political and more cowardly than ever. On the excuse that the Boston Police and Fire Departments, which had laid off white males with seniority to preserve minority job quotas, had eventually rehired those fired, the Court refused to rule on the vital Constitutional issue of whether race should be a determinant for job dismissal. A few days later, rolling even more riotously with the liberal flow, the learned justices abrogated the tax-exemption of Bob Jones Uni­versity, which forbids interracial dating. Then in a decision written by off-again, on-again “conservative” Sandra O’Connor, the Court ruled that “walkman” EDWARD LAWSON could stroll unimpeded by police through any neighborhood (he prefers white ones, of course) with his dreadlocks flying and his black skin glistening in the hot southern Cal­ifornia sun. A short time later another black, KEVIN COOPER, escaped from a jail not too many miles from where Lawson likes to promenade and walked unimpeded to a ranch owned by the Ryan family in Chino, where he proceeded to hack and butcher Mr. and Mrs. Ryan, their daughter Jessica, and a 10-year-old boy who was visiting Joshua, their 8-year-old son. The latter, with a severely slashed throat, was the only one who survived the massacre.

∗ ∗ ∗

A revolting-looking Chicano named DANIEL AREVALO began beating three-year-old Michael Manning on the day be­fore Thanksgiving last year. For three weeks the attacks on girlfriend ELIZABETH MAN­NING’s blond child continued. On Decem­ber 17, Arevalo pounded away with a heavy belt and buckle for three hours. Michael died after this last session. Mom then helped Arevalo stuff the body in a heating vent and pretended nothing was amiss.

∗ ∗ ∗

The questioning started and it was far from friendly, naturally. At one point came the inevitable — "conservative" Sandra O’Connor, the Court ruled that “walkman” EDWARD LAWSON could stroll unimpeded by police through any neighborhood (he prefers white ones, of course) with his dreadlocks flying and his black skin glistening in the hot southern California sun. A short time later another black, KEVIN COOPER, escaped from a jail not too many miles from where Lawson likes to promenade and walked unimpeded to a ranch owned by the Ryan family in Chino, where he proceeded to hack and butcher Mr. and Mrs. Ryan, their daughter Jessica, and a 10-year-old boy who was visiting Joshua, their 8-year-old son. The latter, with a severely slashed throat, was the only one who survived the massacre.

∗ ∗ ∗

My wife and I became more socially acceptable after my work on the neutron bomb — than we ever had been invited to lecture at Bob Jones University. Unfortunately for Paisley, he’s not a warmongering Israeli politician, just a Northern European Protestant.

Ponderable Quote

Finally Oppenheimer was able to quiet the howling (largely Jewish) crowd and he began to speak, hardly in low key. It was too early to determine what the results of the bombing might have been, but he was sure that the Japanese didn’t like it. More cheering. He was proud, and he showed it, of what we had accomplished. Even more cheering. And his only regret was that we hadn’t developed the bomb in time to have used it against the Germans. This practically raised the roof . . . .

My wife and I became more socially acceptable (after my work on the neutron bomb) than we ever dreamed was possible. Among other invitations, we received a dinner invitation from my friend Milt, a Beverly Hills millionaire . . . . and a member in good standing of the Beverly Hills Jewish community (i.e., liberal Democrats with a tremendous concern for the well-being of Israel, and inclined to be opposed to nuclear bombs and power stations) . . . . The questioning started and it was far from friendly, naturally. At one point came the inevitable question: Would it be good for Israel? "It sure would," I exclaimed. And I proceeded to explain how Israel could conduct a really credible defense against hostile neighbors. With that, I noticed a change in the attitude of some of the guests.

Samuel T. Cohen,
The Truth About the Neutron Bomb
Elsewhere

Britain. Stuart Young has been appointed chairman of the BBC. On August 1, he will take over from George Howard, owner of the "magnificent "Brideshead Revisited" spread. Young is appeals treasurer of the Board of Deputies of British Jews, a governor of Tel Aviv University, and a member of the British Overseas Trade Group for Israel. Since the Israeli invasion of Lebanon the BBC has been treating the Palestinians rather fairly, so fairly that the policy planning commission of the Institute of Jewish Affairs, which is associated with the World Jewish Congress, held two meetings last year to see if something could be done to get the BBC back on the pro-Israel track. Both meetings were chaired by Young.

France. On April 26, a Paris court of appeals affirmed the verdict that had found Professor Robert Faurisson guilty of inciting racial hatred and ordered him to pay 14,000 francs to the plaintiff (various Jewish organizations), court costs and the expense of publishing the verdict in three publications (Le Monde, Le Matin and Historia). Altogether Faurisson stands to lose about 100,000 francs (approximately $13,000).

Nevertheless, the supporters of Faurisson say he has won a victory of sorts. The amount he must pay will not bankrupt him, especially since he has the backing of several wealthy European believers in free speech, and the publicity surrounding his case has opened the eyes of thousands of intelligent Frenchmen in France and overseas to various discrepancies in the Holocaust story line. Radio Canada, for example, carried an interview with Faurisson on April 29. A fairly objective report of the Faurisson affair appeared in the French magazine Rivarol (Feb. 25, 1983). A month later the same journal in an article on the death of a French historian, J. Benoist-Mechin, stated that he had shared Faurisson's skepticism in regard to death camp gassings. Also, a video cassette of Faurisson discussing "The Problems of the Gas Chambers" (in French) has been selling well at 500 francs a copy. It may be ordered from La Vielle Taupe, B.P. 9805, 7522 Paris Cedex 05, France.

More important, the appeals court refused to enter into the facts of the Holocaust and only condemned Faurisson for going beyond a reasonable discussion of the evidence and straying into the realm of polemics, particularly his widely publicized statement, "The alleged massacres that took place in the gas chambers and the alleged genocide are one and the same lie." The court actually recommended that Faurisson take his case to the "experts" and "historians." This is now happening.

Sweden. A report from an Instaurationist who recently visited the darkening land of his forefathers. Fifteen miles southwest of Stockholm lies the large town of Södertälje, which now has a population that is nearly half Turkish (or, more precisely, Christian Assyrian from Turkey). Some of the young Turks wear T-shirts with the slogan "Vi skall over Södertälje" ("We shall take over Södertälje"). Local Swedes have taken to calling the immigrants svartskallar or "black-skulls." A nervous calm still prevails, but below the placid Swedish surface blood is beginning to boil.

If one strikes out from Stockholm in a northwest direction, more un-Nordic sights, sounds and smells are encountered. A friend and I rode the Tunnelbana (subway) to Rinkeby-Tensta during the evening rush hour. It did not take long to learn why Swedes have nicknamed it the "Orient Express." The vast majority of the passengers were Turks, Arabs, Hindus, Chinese and other Third Worldlings -- all of them products of just 20 years of insane immigration policies.

As we emerged from the subway to street level, the air reverberated with the paleolith­ic beat of hard rock. To our left, in front of a convenience store, a group of dusky youths pranced and jerked around the blaring radio. Spray-painted graffiti decorated the walls of the buildings, and wind-blown trash tumbled along the littered streets. I could have been in the South Bronx or Ana­costia, D.C.

It is an admitted fact here that these newly arrived immigrants control the drug traffic and commit most of the violent crimes in Stockholm. "Street wisdom" decrees that if one gets into a threatening situation with black­skulls, the wisest course is to berate them loudly in English. It seems the invaders have more respect for Americans, whom they venerate as extraterrestrial beings from a far-off "Promised Land." While this strategy may work, it must be gauging for a Swede to pretend to be a foreigner in his own country.

During my stay in the capital, I was intro­duced to a leader of a relatively new organi­zation dedicated to the preservation of the Swedish people and Swedish culture. This handsome, personable young man showed us slides from a recent demonstration at Uppsala, an old university town and one­time pagan religious center about 40 miles north of Stockholm. A mixed-race leftist mob had recently greeted the handful of white survivalists there with the same un­

Swedish kind of hysterical hatred which is increasingly seen in the U.S.

Following the slide show, there was a light smorgasbord, over which we discussed the racial plight of the Swedish people. I learned that about 1.2 million of the 8 mil­lion people in Sweden are now either post­war immigrants or the children of such immi­grants. Roughly half of these, perhaps 600,000 in all, are clearly unassimilable in racial terms. The problem is that this 7.5% element of the population is mixing its genes with the young Swedes, and the offspring are no less unassimilable.

One Stockholm Swede told me that in his apartment house about 30% of the adults are non-Swedish (mostly Greek in this case). So are 50% of the children aged five to 15, and at least 70% of the children under five. This relationship between age and race was, he added, typical of many housing projects in other Swedish cities. Nationally, nearly 30% of all so-called "Swedish" babies are now really the babies of recent immigrants.

Other manifestations of Nordic decline are readily found. The late Rastafarian reg­gae singer, Bob Marley, came to Stockholm in June 1980, and 30,000 young people attended his concert. He sang a song called "Zimbabwe":

Africa you are my soul,
Blacks are going to take control.

Many of those in the audience raised their fists and joined in the chorus. When Marley died, youths at several schools demanded that classes be given leave to commemorate their idol.

One of Sweden's most popular music groups is the pepper-and-salt outfit, "Free­style," whose members sometimes kiss and fondle each other onstage. No less popular is the singing duo, "Svenne and Lotta," which has recently produced four little half-
ered in European cities are fading fast from people go where they please at any hour of day, in the heart of Stockholm, frail elderly citizens, and a tithe of my country is no longer Western in traditions since my own family departed, the adopted children. The latter permeate the country, and no sight is more galling. These children, from Calcutta, Mexico City and god knows where, will grow up with no identity except a warped Swedish one. The adopted black children of white American parents are often introduced to other blacks and instructed in black ways. But how can a Mexican child in Stockholm ever understand himself? Since “Mummy” is a stunning blonde with milk-white skin, he will want girlfriends and a wife just like mommy. In every Swedish city, I saw Swedish parents, often the handsomest ones, with smudge-faced brown children dragging along. At a Göteborg folk festival, a couple in traditional dress carried their South Asian toddler. At a lovely church service in Lund, a Swedish woman had two Indochinese girls in tow. Even in the tiniest rural villages, I could not escape this sight.

Sweden must be the premier example of how modernity brings technological progress and social regress. In the two generations since my own family departed, the society has been transformed from poor, rural, sectarian and isolated to affluent, urban, secular and internationally oriented. With the change have come crime, drugs, barnyard sex and a deep sense of alienation. Still, it is easy to exaggerate Swedish problems. By present American standards this is a society that works -- and works well. The demography of the newborns may be frightening, but they are not yet running Sweden. The population as a whole is still 85% Swedish, 90% North European and 95% more-or-less white. The Parliament remains virtually 100% Nordic in race. This makes for a consensus in basic values that Americans can only wishfully remember. To this day, in the heart of Stockholm, frail elderly people go where they please at any hour of the day and night.

Like more and more Americans, I returned home from this report with the realization that my country is no longer Western in any traditional sense. Instaurationists may talk about America “becoming” another Brazil, but after three months in Scandinavia -- believe me -- America’s cities are already far down that road. The good manners and gracious living which I repeatedly encountered in European cities are fading fast from most of urban America.

Yet the Swedes must reckon with America, if only because of our sheer size and the cultural, economic and military might which goes with it. Sweden’s white survivalists bluntly stated that they were counting on Americans like myself to tame the anti-white octopus whose cultural tentacles are tightening around their throats. They convinced me that the larger Western destiny is in American hands to a degree which citizens of smaller nations can only envy.

A right-thinking Sweden, should it arise, could be blocked and boycotted and put out of commission in no time. A right-thinking America, on the other hand, would give Sweden and other small nations a new lease on life.

Israel. Remember the attempted assassination last year of Shlomo Argov, Israeli ambassador to Britain? Begin said it was the work of the PLO and used it as a pretext to launch his invasion of Lebanon. Although Menahem said he didn’t covet one square inch of Lebanese territory, his troops are still there in force.

The attempted killing, it turns out, was not the work of the PLO. Three of the would-be assassins were caught and one of them had the names of some top PLO officials on his hit list.

The British court declared Naujof Rosen, a so-called Iraqi businessman, to be the leader of the gang and sentenced him to 35 years in gaol. His two aides, both from the West Bank, got 30 years each, but there is no proof they were PLO members.

One explanation for the attack on Argov is that the Israeli government wanted to trigger an Israeli invasion of Lebanon to reduce pressure on Iraq in its war against Iran. It’s a farfetched theory, which could only be confirmed by a serious inquiry. But who would dare make or pursue such an inquiry that might contradict Begin’s version of history?

Actually, according to Israeli radio (June 4), Begin had told Al Haig, when he was secretary of state, all about the invasion three months before it started. Haig was said to be “understanding,” so “understanding” that the refusal of some people in the Reagan administration to give Begin a blank check was one of the reasons for Haig’s resignation.

Australia. In 1955, 90% of the population of Australia was of British origin. Since then, 3 million immigrants have arrived and now comprise 20% of the subcontinent’s inhabitants. Half of these are English speakers, mostly from Britain, the U.S. and New Zealand. Nearly 1.5 million come from Slavic and Mediterranean Europe -- Greece, Italy, Poland and Yugoslavia. Among the non-English speakers are 70,000 Indochinese and a dribble of blacks. Because of rising unemployment (close to 10%), because 40,000 illegal aliens hold on to jobs that could and should be filled by out-of-work Australians, immigration quotas are being cut back, particularly in the categories of preferred workers, permanent residents, and refugees. More important, the influx of Asians is coming under special scrutiny. The old white Australia policy is dead, of course, but at least the continent will be growing darker more slowly in the immediate future.

Bob Hawke, the new prime minister, whose Labor party outvoted Malcolm Fraser’s Liberal-National coalition in the recent elections, is hardly an improvement. A dedicated Zionist, far-leftist and lawyer, he managed to beat the half-Jewish Fraser with the help of Rupert Murdoch, the international press baron who, according to the late Golda Meir, has a Jewish mother (as quoted in Spotlight). Hawke, by the way, has been dubbed “one of our best boys” by no less an authority than another prime minister, Menahem Begin of Israel.

Hawke, the London Sunday Times reported, “drove himself to the edge of a breakdown in seeking abovitely to persuade the Kremlim to allow Soviet Jews to emigrate.”

Hate is bustin’ out all over in Australia these days, as it is in most Western nations. Practically all the hate, of course, is directed against Germans. Every Holocaust docudrama, every “death camp” photo, every survivor atrocity tale beats the tom-toms of psychological warfare against the people who “succumbed” to Nazism whether each individual German was a Nazi or not.

John Bennett, president of the Australian Civil Liberties Union (the rare ACLU that’s interested in preserving free speech for everyone, not just for minorityites), thinks the time has come to put a stop to this ceaseless racial agitation. German racism at its most intense, measured by the amount of broadcast time, film production and newspaper stories, never approached the size and scope of anti-German racism, which has become one of the West’s biggest industries.

As part of the campaign to dampen the waves of hate propaganda, the German Anti-Defamation League has been formed (Box 790F, GPO Melbourne, Victoria 3001, Australia). Time will tell if it can muffle anti-Germanism as thoroughly as B’nai B’rith’s Anti-Defamation League has stifled anti-Semitism. The chances are remote. Following the tactics of the ADL, the GDL would have to make it hazardous to one’s pocketbook -- if not to one’s health -- to say a word against Germans.

China. Last December, in northern Shanxi Province, all 38 members of a birth-control team were battered to death by peasants wielding shovels and hoes. The riot came after two local women died during forced abortions to prevent them from having a second or third child.

Forced abortions and sterilizations are becoming more common in China as the government presses its campaign to restrict urban couples to one child and rural couples to two. Last year’s census revealed a
The warning had a double edge. Either he, an expert on the properties of Zyklon-B gas and a conspirator of silence, would see to it that the atrocity tales surrounding it would be assassinated for his pains or the Auschwitz Myth, the end of a German-Jewish censorship, would be distinguished speakers, unique, interesting and published by Noontide Press (Box 1306, Institute for Historical Review, P.O. Box 1306, Torrance, CA 90505), contains two revisions of its latest edition, available in hard or softcover in a century whose recent history has been shaped by a credo that Butz has labeled a collection of damning falsehoods.

Until such time as establishment historians have the courage to come to grips with this comprehensive denial of what Jews are now calling "the central event of the human experience," the question mark that hovers over Butz's thesis grows ever larger, and the larger it grows, the larger will grow the book's circulation.

Signals Through the Twilight

No such animal as a non-liberal, anti-liberal or illiberal dramatist exists any more. If he did, his plays would not be produced, which is a way of living death.

To correct this deplorable state of affairs, the Drama Circle has been formed in Minnesota. No funds are as yet available for play production, but putting Majority activist playwrights, directors, actors and actresses in touch with each other may be an important first step.

Right now the group is publishing a quarterly newsletter (subscription $5 per year), whose contents are described as "signals through the twilight." Among the Drama Circle's articles of faith are a rejection of Antonin Artaud's "Theater of Cruelty," a hearty acceptance of the idea that "a divine order is behind all great art," and a reaffirmation of the vital importance of folklore in drama.

The Drama Circle's promotional literature is full of high-sounding words and more than a little truth:

The present art world continues to move away from the classical conservative perspective. Contemporary artists are producing "works" that are either arcane egocentric monstrosities or impotent socialist proselytizations.

The arts evolve along with the abilities and insights that artists possess regarding the healthy advancement of the individual, the family and the nation. The art form is based on the sociobiological ethos. Classical art is not restrained by static aesthetic principles, but classical art is permed with a spiritual direction.

The Drama Circle's address is Post Office Box 70174, St. Paul, Minnesota 55107.